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PUBLIC TRANSIT

A CHOICE OR RIGHT?

A modern public transit system responds to
the needs of a diverse population. There are as
many types of riders as there are people. Here
we consider two particular types of bus

riders - Essential & Choice Riders...

Essential Riders

Essential riders ride the bus for their day-to-day
economic and social survival. They use transit to
get to important institutions like schools, banks or
credit unions, social services, healthcare, and jobs.
They endure neighborhood service that is unreliable,
slow, and unavailable when needed most. Essential
bus riders have various personal circumstances that
make car ownership impossible.
Public transit authorities cater to
choice riders to lure them out of cars
and into public transit. They fit buses
with amenities like Wi-Fi, app-based fare
and boarding technology, and offer
express/commuter routes from more
affluent neighborhoods to business/
employment districts

Choice Riders

“Choice-rider” is an industry term used by public
transit providers that refers to individuals that ride
the bus as an option. Choice riders may have access
and the means to afford and use a car, but instead
“choose” to ride the bus. More often than not They
also have the option to use app-based ride-hailing
services like UBER and LYFT. The new scooters on the
streets are another option.

Some new services only get people from around the region
in and around downtown. These services often give choice
riders the option to bypass the very neighborhoods where
services are inadequate for Essential riders. This lack of

equity in service and planning replicates the racism that
has historically plagued our transit policy.

Signs that Essential Riders suffer from transit injustice...
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A just and
equitable
public
transit
system
serves all
types of
riders!!!

